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SUMMARY

Dependable and hardworking with more than 5 years in the construction industry.
Thrives in a fastpaced environment and works to complete projects quickly and
efficiently. Construction Laborer familiar with resource allocation and production
methods. Detailoriented who thrives in project management roles. Extensively trained in
construction trades, carpentry and landscaping. Skilled Laborer who thrives
independently or as a team member.
CORE COMPETENCIES

Auditing/Reconciliation, Blue Print Reading/Technical.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Lead Builder
ABC Corporation  2000 – 2008
Key Deliverables:
 Determines number, size, shape and locations of reinforcing rods from blueprints,
sketches or oral instructions.
 Selects and places rod in forms; spacing and fastening them together using wire
and pliers.
 Cuts bars to required lengths, using hacksaw, bar cutters or acetylene torch.
 Bend steel rods with hand tools or rod bending machine.
 Reinforces concrete with wire mesh.
 May weld reinforcing bar together, using arcwelding equipment.
 Insures that all reinforcing material is in its proper position, so it receives its
intended structural load.

Builder
ABC Corporation  1997 – 2000
Key Deliverables:
 Packaging to Universal Forest Products (UFP) Current Folkston, GA
 My responsibilities here at UFP include manufacturing cabinets
 I utilize basic hand tools and I have a high mechanical aptitude
 I am often called upon to load these cabinets that require heavy lifting (up to 50
pounds) and climb up and down from trailers and ladders
 I am required to follow detailed procedures and drawings in the building of these
cabinets
 I am very safety conscious and look out for my fellow team members
 I have excelled here in my short time and have taken on additional responsibilities
during the shipping process where I now assisting in the inventory and logistics to
ensure all cabinets make it to the correct location.
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EDUCATION
Diploma  (Lewis County High School)
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